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Abstract—Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) start to be a
mature technology: standardisation progress and pre-deployment
projects are opening the way to smart mobility.

Vehicle–to–Vehicle (V2V) and Vehicle–to–Infrastructure (V2I)
communications are paramount for cooperative awareness and
safety applications, and must be protected. In recent years a lot of
research have been focusing on vehicular communication security
and privacy. Current ITS communication security functionality
include message authentication and has an impact on vehicles
and drivers privacy. At European level, the European Telecom-
munications Standards Institute (ETSI) has defined a message
authentication mechanism based on a Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI). In order to serve a huge amount of ITS Stations (ITS–
Ss), the Vehicular Public Key Infrastructure (VPKI) has high
scalability requirements. To the best of our knowledge, so far
no one has investigated the VPKI scalability in large scale
deployment.

In this paper, we present the first extensive measurements
campaign of a fully functional ETSI-compliant PKI. In our mea-
surements campaign we assess PKI performance and scalability
replicating the system on hundreds of machines. In particular, we
evaluate different replication strategies in terms of performance
and consistency implications.

Index Terms—Public Key Infrastructure, Security Credential
Management System, Security, Privacy, C-ITS, Scalability, Cloud

I. INTRODUCTION

Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) are attracting increasing

attention in recent years. Vehicle manufacturers and IT com-

panies are working on related technologies (e.g., positioning

systems, object-detection, etc. . . ) and use cases (e.g., valet

parking, platooning, etc. . . ) and several prototypes are now

out on the streets.

As technology matures, standards organisations and pre-

deployment tests pave the way for the future autonomous

transport systems. Both the ETSI TC ITS WG5 working

group in the European Union (EU) [1] and the IEEE 1609.2

working group in United States (US) [2] deliver a set of

standards for ITS. At the same time, several pre-deployment

projects such as SCORE@F, PRESERVE, CORRIDOR and

SCOOP@F (see [3], [4] for a survey), are testing the under-

lying technologies in real scenarios.

Communications between vehicles and the infrastructures

are fundamental to improve traffic management, road safety,

mobility and comfort services. As the vehicles (and other

ITS–Ss) get connected to the network, the security risks

augment [3]. Attacks against Vehicular Ad hoc Networks

(VANETs) are a threat not only for user privacy but also for

its safety [5]–[8]: V2V and V2I communications (also called

Vehicle–to–X (V2X) communications) must be protected.

In order to protect V2X communications ETSI has defined

a PKI-based message authentication mechanism as the basis

to establish the trust between ITS–Ss [4]. The authentication

process has to guarantee both the ITS–S identity and its pri-

vacy. Messages signature can be used to track vehicles, raising

privacy concerns. ITS–Ss will periodically broadcast messages

to their neighbours (e.g. beacon messages for enhanced coop-

erative awareness), the content of exchanged messages has to

be treated as personal data, and the vehicle privacy must be

guaranteed.

The privacy protection mechanism design is not trivial

because it should consider several ITS specific constraints:

safety applications require that ITS–Ss should be observable,

and safety messages are not encrypted to be widely accessible.

Moreover, the on board units have limited computational

power, and for safety messages, authentication is in the critical

path.

The message authentication schema defined by ETSI (see

ETSI Technical Specifications (TS) 103 097 [9], ETSI TS

102 940 [10] and ETSI TS 102 941 [11]) meets the two

objectives: ensure message security (authenticity and integrity)

while preserving users and vehicles privacy. In order to provide

privacy without harming the operational behaviour of appli-

cations, the ETSI authentication system is based on the use

of pseudonym certificates not easily linkable between them.

Pseudonym certificates allow ITS–Ss to communicate without

disclosing their identity, and pseudonym change make hard

their tracking.

Vehicles and infrastructure will be more and more con-

nected, making VPKI scalability a must. As the development

and testing of VPKI prototypes go on, and commercial deploy-

ment is around the corner, addressing the VPKI scalability

becomes necessary. So far, there are few ETSI-compliant

VPKI implementations (see [12], [13]) and, to the best of our

knowledge, none of them has addressed the scalability issue

in a large scale deployment. In this paper, we explore the

scalability-consistency trade offs of an ETSI-compliant VPKI

in a large scale distributed scenario with hundreds of replicas

in geographically distant data centers.
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Figure 3: AT delivery performance on centralized settings.
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Figure 4: EC delivery performance on centralized set-

tings.

(BKS format, provided by BouncyCastle). We do not use a

hardware module.

In an operational context, the traffic load for certificate

requests can be very high3. In order to handle any load, the

system is designed to be scalable and to serve requests in

parallel at multiple PKI replicas.

Since we replicate to achieve scalability, we have to avoid

synchronization bottlenecks, in particular for the EAs: if an

ITS–S status is updated, or if an ITS–S has requested an EC,

every EA and Operator replica must be updated according to

the event. On the contrary, the AA has no synchronization

needs and AAs replicas can be run in parallel without any

coordination: every transaction should be logged only locally

for audit requirements with no need to be propagated to other

replicas. We refer to this local, non-replicated, logs as offline

logs.

To propagate updates to all replicas and keep them consis-

tent, we use the database state machine approach [14]: each

replica (EAs and Operators) manages its own copy of data

storage in a separated no-sql database (Redis) and all the

replicas receive and apply all the updates in the same order.

The replicas are connected in a reliable group communication

channel (JGroups [15], [16]) that guarantees the message

delivery order and the group membership. All the EA and

Operators are connected in the same group communication

channel to synchronize update operations. For example, when

an EA receives an EC request, it creates the EC and broadcasts

a message containing the EC in the group communication

channel. The channel delivers the message to all the members

atomically (i.e. to all or none of the members) and in total

order (i.e. it delivers all the messages in the same order at

all members), we call those two properties of the channel

Atomic Broadcast (ABCAST). When a replica receives the

message, it applies the update and acknowledges the sender.

Once the sender receives all the acknowledgements from

3According to the International Council On Clean Transportation the
number of passenger cars on EU roads in 2015 is 251 million and will reach
258 million by 2030

all the replicas, it continues the operations and answers the

request. We call this synchronous update propagation. The

combination of ABCAST and synchronous update propagation

makes replicas consistency strong: the storage is not exposed

to any replication anomaly [17].

In order to boost EC delivery performance we have to

reduce the synchronization time. Reduced synchronization

implies weakening the storage consistency properties. In our

implementation we support four consistency levels produced

by the combinations of two synchronization strategies: i)

ABCAST vs First In First Out (FIFO) message delivery and

ii) synchronous vs asynchronous update propagation.

The first way to reduce synchronization is to change the

group communication channel properties to use FIFO message

order instead of ABCAST. The difference is that ABCAST

imposes a total order on the messages, while FIFO imposes

a partial order: ABCAST guarantees that all messages are

received in the same order at all replicas, while FIFO guaran-

tees that messages sent from one replica are received in the

submission order by other replicas, without any guarantee on

the interleaving order of messages sent from different replicas.

The fact that the inter-replica causal order is not maintained

can be very confusing for the application: for example, a

replica r1 broadcasts a message m1, a replica r2 receives

the message m1 and broadcasts in response a message m2

somehow related to m1. Now, a third replica r3 receives first

the reply message m2, and then the message m1. This can be

confusing for r3 because it receives the message m2 caused

by the message m1 before receiving m1. The FIFO message

order is much less expensive than the ABCAST order because

it does not need any global coordination and has the useful

property to maintain the per-replica causal order, which is

enough for our needs.

The second level is about the update propagation: syn-

chronous or asynchronous. With synchronous update propa-

gation, when a replica broadcasts a message, it waits that the

update is propagated to all other replicas before returning the

operation. This guarantees that if an application connects to a
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Instance name vCPU Mem (GB) Processors

c4.large 2 3.75 Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3

c4.xlarge 4 7.5 Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3

c4.2xlarge 8 15 Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3

Table I: Amazon EC2 Instance Types

replica, makes a change and then connects to another replica,

it sees its own update. With asynchronous update propagation,

when a replica broadcasts a message, it does not wait for the

update to be propagated to all other replicas before returning

the operation. This means that if an application connects to a

replica, makes an update and then connects to another replica,

it may not see its own update. As for ABCAST or FIFO

message order, this can be very confusing if not properly

handled at application level.

III. MEASUREMENTS CAMPAIGN

In the measurements campaign we test our PKI performance

and scalability.

In our experiments we deploy AAs, EAs, Operators and

clients. The clients are simple ITS–S mock-ups, only able

to request EC and AT. We call the AA-EA-Operator-client

quartet elements of a group. Within a group the authorities

trust each other, the Operator registers the client certificate

to the EA (i.e., enrolls the client as a legitimate ITS) and

the client makes EC and AT requests to the EA and AA of

the same group. The client measures the response latency, the

success rate and throughput. In our experiments each element

of the group is deployed in its own Elastic Cloud Computing

(EC2) virtual machine.

In sections III-A to III-C, we present three sets of exper-

iments with three different configurations: centralized, dis-

tributed and geographically distributed.

In the first set of experiments we measure how many EC

and AT requests per second can be served by a single group.

In the second set of experiments we test the PKI perfor-

mance with several groups within a data center. In order to

measure the system scalability we replicate the PKI in 10, 20,

30, 40 and 50 groups and we measure how many EC and AT

requests per second can be served for each setting. Note that

each group contains 4 elements, so in order to deploy 10 to

50 groups we use, in our experiments, 40 to 200 machines.

In the third set of experiments we measure the PKI scalabil-

ity across data centers. We deploy the groups in geographically

distant sites and we analyze the impact on performance.

A. Centralized Deployment

The first set of measurements aims to show our PKI

performance and the limits of a centralized deployment. A

centralized deployment is the deployment of one machine for

each entity of a group (AA, EA, Operator and client). We test

the performance in terms of AT and EC throughput, i.e., the

number of AT and EC delivered per second.

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show, respectively, the AT and EC delivery

latency varying the throughput on three different commodity

hardware (see Table I). Note that the throughput measure
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Figure 5: AT and EC latencies before machine saturation.

masks the number of injected requests: we do not show

the number of requests per second injected in the system

(input rate) but the number of requests per second served by

the system (throughput). Augmenting the number of requests

injected, the machines start to deliver the certificates with a

low latency until a saturation point. Behind that point the

latency explodes without any or little benefit in terms of

throughput. Fig. 3 shows that for a 2 virtual core machine

with 3,75 GB of memory the saturation point occurs little after

the 100 AT requests per second. Doubling the machine virtual

cores and memory we can serve about 240 AT requests per

second and more than 300 AT requests per second if we double

again. Note that the bigger the machine, the less abruptly the

saturation occurs.

Fig. 5 shows the latency for AT and EC requests in

the three machines listed in Table I. Unsurprisingly all the

machines have similar results, intuitively this is because a

bigger machine can serve an higher number of requests per

second but does not serve requests faster. In average, to deliver

an AT takes around 20 milliseconds, while serving an EC takes

around 10 milliseconds, half of the time. This is because the

AA must validate the AT requests with the EA, while the EA

does not need to communicate with anyone to deliver an EC

(see Section II).

Those results show quite good performance: respectively

10 and 20 milliseconds to serve an EC and an AT, but also

the limits of a centralized deployment: in order to serve a

huge load of requests (we can expect millions of ITS–S using

billions of temporary certificates) we must replicate the PKI.

B. Distributed Deployment

The vehicular message authentication system reposes on

PKI services, making its availability and scalability paramount.

The PKI must be able to serve billions of certificates to

millions of ITS–Ss. To achieve scalability and fault tolerance

we replicate the PKI servers in hundreds of Amazon Web

Services (AWS) EC2 instances.
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Figure 7: EC throughput with FIFO/ABCAST and syn-

chronous/asynchronous API.

Thanks to replication our system is able to support server

failures without stopping or perturbing the system. We change

the number of replicas at run-time to exclude failed replicas

or integrate new replicas transparently.

When we distribute the PKI we replicate the storage system

(see Section II). The replicated storage system allows to boost

the read operations (it allows to parallelize reads at several

replicas) but it makes the writes less efficient (and more

complex) because it should propagate the updates to each

replica. This has an impact on the AT and EC creation, because

when we create an AT we need to read from the distributed

storage but we do not need to persist any data in it, while

when we generate an EC we need to persist and propagate the

generated certificate in the distributed storage. This is why by

replicating our EA and AA servers we expect to scale up the

throughput of pseudonym identities (AT) creation at the price

of lowering long term certificate (EC) throughput.

This intuition is confirmed by the experiments: the AT deliv-

ery throughput scales well, while the EC delivery throughput

degrades augmenting the number of replicas.

Fig. 6 Shows the AT and EC delivery throughput in dis-

tributed settings. The AT delivery rate is very close to the

optimal, linear scalability: augmenting the number of groups

from 10 to 50 (and consequently the number of replicas from

40 to 200) we augment the throughput from 1k AT per second

to 5k AT per second. The optimal scalability corresponds to

the segment bisector In Fig. 6.

Fig. 6 shows that, contrary to AT, the more we replicate

the worse the EC delivery throughput is. This is due to the

replicas synchronization.

From this set of experiments we conclude that we can opti-

mize for the most common case i.e., AT requests maintaining

a strong consistency in storage operations. The counterpart is

then a performance degradation of the EC requests.

The EC delivery performance degradation can be acceptable

if we consider that EC requests are much rarer than AT

requests: the Enrollment Certificate is meant to last long time,

while the Authorization Tickets are meant to be changed

frequently4. However, from the point of view of an Operator

(e.g., an ITS–Ss manufacturer) that enrolls large amounts of

ITS–Ss the EC delivery performance matters. In order to

enhance EC delivery performance we must relax the storage

consistency properties.

We explore the trade-off between EC delivery performance

and storage consistency in next Section.

1) Weakening the consistency: Fig. 7 shows the EC

throughput augmenting the number of replicas with AB-

CAST/FIFO message delivery and synchronous/asynchronous

update propagation.

With 10 groups (40 replicas), the system delivers around 400

EC per second with ABCAST and around 500 EC per second

with FIFO. Interestingly, at this stage the synchronous or asyn-

chronous update propagation strategy does not really matter.

Doubling the number of replicas we observe that experiences

with ABCAST message propagation order performs worse

regardless the update propagation schema. The throughput

improves when we relax the message delivery order from

ABCAST to FIFO. With FIFO message propagation order

and synchronous update propagation, the performance does

not decrease augmenting the number of replicas and remains

substantially stable. We observe a real gain when we use FIFO

order in conjunction with asynchronous update propagation.

In this configuration, passing from 10 to 20 groups (40 and

80 replicas respectively) causes the performance to double

passing from around 500 EC per second to around 1000 EC

per second.

Globally, we observe that the ABCAST message propa-

gation order does not scale at all, and the more replicas

we use, the worse the throughput is. Relaxing the channel

delivery order property we obtain better performance and we

can observe the effects of the synchronous and asynchronous

update propagation strategy: with synchronous update prop-

agation and ABCAST message propagation order we have

4As an example we can consider a validity period of years for ECs and
hours or even minutes for ATs.
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Figure 8: AT and EC delivery performances with the authori-

ties deployed in the same data center.
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Figure 9: AT and EC delivery performances with the author-

ities deployed in distant data centers. The EA is deployed in

Europe (Ireland) and the AA in the US (west coast)

good performance compared to FIFO message order delivery

but poor scalability. Relaxing both the message order delivery

properties and the update propagation schema, we obtain much

better performance (close to 1200 EC per second) and the

system scales. Of course the scalability is not comparable to

the near-linear AT scalability because even using a weak con-

sistency model the synchronization effort for write operations

increases with the number of replicas.

C. Geographic Deployment

In this section we present a set of experiments that shows

the system scalability and performance when its elements are

geographically distant. The interest of those experiments is to

investigate the impact of ITS–Ss mobility when they are far

away from the certification authorities.

We compare three configurations: in the first configuration

we deploy 10 groups with all the elements in Europe, in the

second configuration we deploy 10 groups with the clients and
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Figure 10: AT and EC delivery performances with the author-

ities replicated in both Europe and United States data centers.
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Figure 11: AT delivery performances in the three configura-

tions.

AAs in the US west coast and the EAs and Operators in Europe

(Ireland), in the third configuration we deploy 10 groups in

the US west coast with the EAs and Operators replicated in

Europe.

Fig. 8 shows the base case: the latency/throughput ratio

with 10 groups deployed in a single data center in Ireland.

When the system is not saturated ITS–S obtain EC and AT

in few milliseconds. As for previous experiments, ATs latency

is higher than ECs latency but they scale better. We can also

observe the differences between synchronous ABCAST and

asynchronous FIFO for EC.

Fig 9 shows the latency/throughput ratio when the AAs are

deployed in a data center in the west coast of the United

States, and the EAs in a data center in north Europe. In

terms of throughput we observe a similar behaviour to the

one presented in Fig. 8, but at a much higher latency due to

the latency of cross-Atlantic messages sent between AAs and

EAs and between ITS–S and EAs. In the mono-data center
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configuration of Fig. 8 the EC and AT delivery latency is

between 10 and 20 milliseconds, while in the cross-data center

configuration of Fig 9 the EC and AT delivery latency is one

order of magnitude higher (around 300 milliseconds).

The high latency of EC and AT delivery is due to the high

latency of cross-Atlantic communications between entities

deployed in data centers in Europe and United States. We

can avoid those high communication latencies by replicat-

ing all the members of a group (EA, AA, Operator and

client) in the two data center. In this configuration clients

in a geographical region contact the authority in that region

avoiding high communications latencies. This strategy works

well for ATs because the clients request the AT to a close

AA, which validates the request communicating with an EA

in the same region. So the AT request does not incur in the

high latency of contacting a geographically distant replica.

However, replicating the group in distant data center does

not improve EC requests performance because the storage

system is replicated in distant data centers and the updates

are propagated to geographically distant sites.

Fig. 10 shows the trade-off between AT and EC perfor-

mances when the PKI is replicated in geographically distant

sites: AT latency is order of magnitude better, as low as in the

first configuration (around 10 ms), while EC performance does

not improve from the previous configuration. AT requests are

much more relevant than EC requests because they are much

more frequent (see Section II and Section III-B) and represents

much of the load. Moreover, from the ITS–S perspective, AT

requests are more safety-critical than EC requests because AT

are needed to sign safety messages.

The PKI geographic replication makes possible for the PKI

operator (e.g., a car manufacturer) to replicate the system

in distant sites without penalty on the AT delivery latency.

Fig 11 compares the AT delivery performances in the three

configurations and shows clearly that our architecture can be

efficiently replicated in distant data centers for a dramatic

decrease for the AT delivery latency.

IV. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper we present benefits of a weak consistency

model for VPKI data replication. Weakening the consistency

makes more scalable the system but exposes applications

(e.g., the Operator) to replication anomalies (for concur-

rency anomalies in distributed databases see [18]–[20]). Those

anomalies are due to the fact that the storage replicas are not in

the same state at all times and do not have a common update

history: different replicas can receive and apply updates in

different order.

Replication anomalies can be very confusing for the ap-

plication and should be properly handled. There are several

ways to mask storage inconsistencies at application level. For

example when an Operator connects to a replica and make an

update, we can direct all successive connections to the same

replica until the update is propagated to all the replicas. In this

way we assure that an Operator will always observe its own

modifications (read after write semantic).

In our measurements campaign we consider a fixed amount

of replicas, in future works we plan to handle load changes by

dynamically adjusting the number of replicas serving requests.

Another promising research axe is the misbehaviour de-

tection. We plan to investigate the possibility to identify

misbehaving vehicles taking as input the internal Security

Credential Management System (SCMS) data.

V. RELATED WORK

Vehicular Security and Privacy-preserving Architecture

(VeSPA) [21] presents a VPKI that implements a ticket-based

authentication mechanisms for pseudonyms requests similar

to Kerberos [22]. In VeSPA, ITS–S can obtain a bulk of

pseudonym identities in a single request, and their focus is

in the implementation efficiency more than in its scalability.

Their work is not directly comparable with our results because

for unlinkability concerns we avoid to deliver multiple AT in

a single response. Moreover we focus on the PKI scalability

properties more than on a single replica efficiency.

[23] improves VeSPA VPKI to a multi-service architecture

decoupling the Long Term Certificate Authority (LTCA) (EA

in our terminology) and the Pseudonym Certificate Authority

(PCA) (AA in our terminology). The proposed architecture

supports services across multiple domains (each domain can

represent different country and has its set of rules). They

show that the average time for a vehicle to obtain one ticket

containing a single service identifier from the LTCA is 100.95

ms and acquisition of 1000 pseudonyms takes 16.46 sec

including entire communication, verification and storage at

the vehicle. They measure the multi-domain protocol latency

at 363 ms (285.4 ms for the distant native domain and 104

ms for the foreign domain). As they state, the communication

with the distant LTCA has the dominant latency. In our work

we show how LTCA (EA following ETSI terminology) geo-

replication reduces significantly the communication latency

and the pseudonym acquisition time (see III-C).

SERvice Oriented Security Architecture for Vehicular Com-

munications (SEROSA) [24] presents a service oriented secu-

rity and privacy preserving architecture for Vehicular Com-

munication (VC). Their architecture synthesis the current

VC and Internet based standards by having the LTCA as

Identity Provider (IdP) and the PCA as Service Provider (SP).

In [13], Khodaei et al. enhance VeSPA protocol to improve

performance and security. Differently than us, [24] and [13]

take measurements from the vehicle point of view (i.e., how

long it will take for a vehicle to obtain pseudonyms) while

we take measurements from the infrastructure point of view

(i.e. how many pseudonym the infrastructure can serve per

second). In their work, they investigate the delay to obtain

pseudonym certificates augmenting the number of certificates

packed in a request and, to improve scalability, they replicate

the PCA on two servers behind a proxy. In our work, we focus

much more on scalability and we replicate both AAs and EAs

in dozen of servers. Moreover, differently than any previous

work, we show benefits of varying the consistency properties

of the VPKI storage system.
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In [25] they show a comparison of the latency for issuing

100 pseudonyms for different VPKI: VeSPA [21] 817 ms,

SEROSA [24] 650 ms, PUCA [26] 1000 ms, SR-VPKI [13]

260 ms. In our VPKI each request is for one pseudonym and

we serve requests in parallel which leads to a latency of around

20 ms for each pseudonym and a throughput of more than

200 requests per second with a single machine per authority

(see III-A). Moreover our VPKI is easily scalable and can

serve thousands of pseudonym requests using PCA (AA in our

terminology) replication while maintaining the 20 millisecond

latency.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have implemented and tested a fully functional pro-

totype of a vehicular credential management system com-

pliant with ETSI specifications [10], [11]. In this work, we

investigate the scalability-consistency trade-offs of a replicated

PKI. At the best of our knowledge, this is the first large

scale experimentation of the credential management system

being standardized at the ETSI. From our measurements

campaign, we conclude that our architectural design makes

easily scalable the AT delivery operations. Regarding the EC

delivery operations, they are more complex to scale because

they involve the propagation of updates in a distributed storage

system. We show how we can make scalable those operations

by relaxing the storage consistency and we discuss how we

can handle anomalies introduced by the weak consistency

replication model.
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